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4.2.1: Library is automated using Integrated Library Management System (ILMS) 

The details of the ICT and the other tools deployed to provide maximum access to the Library collection 

are as follows 

ILMS software for Automation 
LIBMAN (Master Soft) Nagpur from the year 2008-2009 

(Offline) to till Date (Cloud Based) 

Status of Automation Fully automated 

Library Automation:-  

            The work of retro conversion of Library active collection is completed using Libman Software 

(MasterSoft) cloud Based. The bibliographic Information about the collection is made available through 

library OPAC system Almost all the housekeeping work is fully computerized.& M-OPAC also use of 

Open access on Mobile 

            Lib-Man is an integrated, multi - user multi - lingual package, which computerizes all the in 

house operations of Library. This package is user friendly & can be handled / operated by the staff. This 

Software is developed by a team of Professional headed by Ex Head of computer center Nagpur. 

OPAC (Online Public Access Catalogue):- 

            This deals with the catalogues and searches the Books present in the Library can be searched on 

basis of various criteria like Title, Author, Subject, Place of publishing, publisher, year of publishing, 

Classification Number, ISBN No, Editor, Translated Books and Document Type catalogue, with the 

exact details and the Status of the books present in Library. It also provides the combinational and words 

in Title search. 

M-OPAC (Mobile Online Public Access Catalogue):- 

            M-OPAC is a smart phone based Book Search App the cloud-based platform to the BPSCC, 

Barshi Library in the world to share book data upload & upgrade book database on M-OPAC cloud. 
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Borrower can search book details from one or many libraries database using smart phone app according 

to the title, author, publisher, keyword, subject, etc. 

ICT Zone: - 

            Recently we have established IT Zone in the Library having computers connected with LAN. 

ITZone has following purpose 

1.It gives free access to institutional repository 

2.The students can access free e-books and e-Journals through these computers. 

3.We are providing Printing and scanning facilities for students and staff. 

 


